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Abstract

The order in which nodes are explored in a (depth-first) iter-
ative deepening search strategy is principally determined by
the condition under which a path of the search tree is cut off
in each search phase. A corresponding criterion, which has
a strong influence on the performance of the overall (heuris-
tic) search procedure, is generally realized in the form of an
upper cost bound. In this paper, we develop an effective and
computationally efficient termination criterion based on sta-
tistical methods of change detection. The criterion is local in
the sense that it depends on properties of a path itself, rather
than on the comparison with other paths. Loosely speaking,
the idea is to take a systematic change in the (heuristic) eval-
uation of nodes along a search path as an indication of sub-
optimality. An expected utility criterion which also takes the
consequence of the suboptimal search decision on the solu-
tion quality into account is proposed as a generalization of
this idea.

Introduction
Heuristic search strategies (for single-agent path-finding
problems) explore more promising paths of a search tree (or,
more generally, a search graph) before less promising ones
by evaluating search states, thereby putting the successors of
an inner node in some order according to their desirability.
A frequently used type of (numeric) evaluation function is
of the form , where denotes the
cost of the path from the root (initial state) to the nodeand

is an estimation of the cost, , of the shortest (=
lowest-cost) path from to some goal state. The value
is generally derived from some “features” of the search state
associated with. Considerable attention has been payed to
so-calledadmissibleheuristics which underestimate the true
cost function , i.e., which satisfy for all
nodes . Such heuristics are of interest since they allow for
realizing search algorithms which are guaranteed to return
an optimal (lowest-cost) solution.

One possibility of deriving admissible heuristics in a sys-
tematic way is to use simplified (less constrained) models
of the original problem (Pearl 1984). Still, the discovery
of good admissible heuristics remains a difficult task, let
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alone the automatization of this process (Prieditis 1993). Be-
sides, the computation of relaxation-based heuristic func-
tions might be expensive since it calls for solving new,
even though simplified, problems. In this paper, we assume
heuristic information which does not provide lower bounds
but estimations of cost values in a proper (statistical) sense.
The (data-oriented) acquisition of this type of heuristic func-
tion seems to be less difficult than the (knowledge-oriented)
invention of admissible heuristics. For instance, statistical
techniques can be used for approximating the cost function

from a set of training data (Hüllermeier 1998). Of course,
when basing a (best-first) search strategy on inadmissible
heuristics, the (first) solution found might not be optimal.
Nevertheless, corresponding evaluation functions are often
more accurate, and using them in lieu of admissible ones
may yield a considerable improvement in (average) time
complexity at the cost of an acceptable (perhaps provably
bounded (Harris 1974)) deterioration of solution quality.

It is well-known that (depth-first) iterative deepening
(ID) search can overcome the main limitations of the ba-
sic breadth-first (BFS) and depth-first (DFS) search strate-
gies, namely the exponential space complexity of the former
and the non-optimality and non-completeness of the latter
(Korf 1985). The criterion used by ID for cutting off search
paths is generally given in the form of a global depth-limit or
cost-limit. In this paper, we propose alternative termination
criteria based on statistical methods ofchange detection.
Loosely speaking, the idea is not to use the evaluation of
individual (frontier) nodes itself but thechangein the node
evaluation along a search path in order to detect (and cut
off) hardly promising paths. The paper is organized as fol-
lows: We begin with explaining the problem of change de-
tection in its general form. Then, some basic algorithms for
approaching this problem are briefly reviewed. The appli-
cation of change detection in the context of heuristic search
is discussed afterwards. Finally, a generalized approach to
search termination based on an expected utility criterion is
proposed. The paper concludes with some remarks.

The Problem of Change Detection
The problem of change detection is understood as the detec-
tion of abrupt changesin some characteristic properties of
a system. Generally, such characteristics are not observed
directly (e.g., through corresponding sensors) but can only
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be inferred indirectly from the measurements available. The
problem of change detection arises, e.g., in pattern recogni-
tion (segmentation of signals), quality control, monitoring in
biomedicine, or in connection with the detection of faults in
technological processes (Basseville & Nikiforov 1993).

Many problems of this type can be stated as one of
detecting a change in theparametersof a (static or dy-
namic) stochastic model. One possibility of approaching
change detection is hence from the viewpoint of mathe-
matical statistics. Consider, for instance, a (discrete) se-
quence of random variables, where is charac-
terized by the (parametrized) conditional probability (den-
sity) . We suppose that a change is re-
flected by the change of the parameter vector. Thus, as-
suming that the random variables are independent of each
other and that at most one change has occured, we have

if
if

where denotes the change time. The problem of change
detection can comprise different tasks: (a) Detecting a
change as soon as possible, i.e., deciding at each point of
time whether the sequence observed so far contains a change
or not. (b) Estimating the change time, if any. (c) Esti-
mating the (possibly unknown) parametersand . These
problems can be formalized within the framework of math-
ematical statistics. The first task, for instance, can be con-
sidered as a problem of hypotheses testing: The hypothesis

that for , where denotes the
parameter at time, is tested against the alternative,, that

(This test assumes and to be known.) Likewise, the
second task can be approached as a problem of estimating
a (discrete) parameter, namely. Note that the second and
third task can be considered as auxiliary problems, once the
first question has been answered in favor of.

Different performance measures for assessing change de-
tection procedures exist. Even though the importance of a
criterion depends on the respective application, the follow-
ing criteria are relevant in any case: Theexpected delayof
a detection is the expected number of time points between

and the time when the change is detected. Theproba-
bility of a false detectionis the probability of deciding on

even though is true. These criteria are irreconcilable,
of course: Reducing the probability of a false detection will
generally increase the expected delay and vice versa.

Algorithms for Change Detection
In this section, we review one of the basic procedures for
change detection, the so-called cumulative sum (CUSUM)
algorithm. It is based upon the repeated use of the sequential
probability ratio test (SPRT). The CUSUM algorithm was
first proposed in (Page 1954).

The Sequential Probability Ratio Test
The SPRT, investigated in depth by WALD (1947), is one of
the most important test procedures in sequential statistical

analysis, mainly due to its optimality properties (Wald &
Wolfowitz 1948) and its computational efficiency. It is a test
for deciding between two simple statistical hypotheses

(1)

about some (constant) parameter. Consider a sequence
of independent and identically distributed random

variables, and let and denote the probability (den-
sity) function of valid under and , respectively.
Moreover, suppose that this sequence has been observed up
to time . A value of the log-likelihood ratio (the logarithm
of the likelihood ratio)

(2)

larger (smaller) than 0 can then be interpreted as an indica-
tion of the validity of ( ). An intuitive decision rule is
hence to accept , if falls below some threshold ,
and to reject (i.e., to decide on ), if exceeds a
threshold . The SPRT realizes this idea by combining
a stopping rule and a terminal decision rule:

while

continue sampling ( )

if then accept

if then reject

Observe that the log-likelihood ratio can be written recur-
sively as , where

. Loosely speaking, the SPRT takes observa-
tions as long as evidence in favor of either or is not
convincing enough. The thresholdsand are directly re-
lated to the probabilities of two types of errors, namely of
falsely rejecting and of deciding in favor of even
though is true. Indeed, and can be used for con-
trolling these errors. Of course, a tradeoff between a small
probability of an error and the quickness of a decision, i.e.,
the length of the observed sequence, has to be achieved: The
smaller (larger) ( ) is, the smaller is the probability of an
error. At the same time, however, the terminal decision will
be delayed, i.e., theexit time, , will be larger.

The CUSUM Algorithm
The SPRT assumes that the complete data collected during
the test is generated by one and the same model. Thus, it has
to be modified in the context of change detection, where the
data-generating process is assumed to change in-between.

Again, we are interested in testing the hypotheses (1) re-
peatedly. Now, however, is definitely true at the begin-
ning, and the sampling is stopped only if a change seems
to have occured, i.e., if the test statistic exceeds an upper
bound. In order to avoid a detection delay due to the fact
that (2) decreases as long as holds true it is hence rea-
sonable to restrict the accumulated evidence in favor of.
This can be achieved by letting define a lower bound to
the test statistic. When choosing (Lorden 1971), the
CUSUM algorithm can be written in its basic form as fol-
lows:



,

repeat until

If the CUSUM algorithm has terminated at time, the
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the change time
is given by

Often, not only the change time is unknown but also the
parameters and . A standard statistical approach, then,
is to use the corresponding ML estimations instead. This
leads to

(3)

where and denote, respectively, the ML estima-
tions of and based on the observations and
the assumption that is a change time. is the
log-likelihood ratio associated with the hypotheses

if
if

Again, the stopping rule is defined by , with being
a predefined threshold. That is, the exit timeis defined
as the smallest such that . The (ML) estimation of

is then given by the change time for which
the maximum in (3) is attained. Observe that, as defined
in (3), can no longer be determined by means of a simple
recursive formula.

Changes in Heuristic Search
In this section, we shall apply the idea of change detection
to heuristic tree-search algorithms. We assume heuristic in-
formation to be available in the form of an estimationof
the cost function which assigns to each nodethe cost of
the (cost-)optimal path from to a goal state. A value
is considered as the realization of a random variable
(Hansson & Mayer 1989). We suppose the random variables
associated with different search states to be independent of
each other, a simplifying assumption commonly made in the
probabilistic analysis of search trees (Zhang & Korf 1995).
For the sake of simplicity, we also assume
and for all nodes , where denotes
the expected value operator.1 Statistically speaking, is
an unbiased estimation of . is a distribution with
associated probability (density) function, i.e., is the
probability (density) that .

1This assumption can easily be relaxed.

The overall cost associated with a nodeis given by
, where denotes the cost of the path

from the initial state to . The evaluation function is used
for guiding the search process. According to our assump-
tions above, can be interpreted as the realization of a
random variable such that .

Path Profiles
Consider a search path, i.e., a sequence of
nodes with being the root of the search tree and the
(current) frontier node. We associate sequences

with , where . is called
thepath profileof . The sequence is obviously non-
decreasing, i.e.,

(4)

Suppose that we have not made a suboptimal search deci-
sion (node generation) so far, i.e., a cost-optimal solution
can still be reached from . Then, all inequalities in (4)
are in fact equalities. That is, the random variables
have the same expectation and, hence, the same distribution.
Now, suppose all but theth decision to be optimal. Then,

(5)

That is, the expected value of the random variables
is , whereas the expectation of

is . More generally, we have the
case that some (but at least one) of the inequalities in (4) are
strict if not all decisions have been optimal. Subsequently,
we assume that at most one suboptimal decision has been
made.2

Change Detection and Search Termination
Iterative deepening search is the method of choice for many
applications since it combines the merits of both, BFS (com-
pleteness, or even optimality) and DFS (linear space com-
plexity). Taking a repeated (partially informed) depth-first
search as a point of departure, the ID algorithm is princi-
pally determined by the conditions under which search along
a path is broken off. The common approach is to use a depth-
limit or, more generally, a cost-limit, for each search phase.
For instance, the iterative deepening version of the Aalgo-
rithm, IDA , continues search along a path as long as the
frontier node satisfies , with being the -cost-
limit valid for the respective search phase.

When being interested in finding good solutions, or even
optimal ones, one should obviously avoid the exploration
of suboptimal search paths. Indeed, this idea is supported
by the gradually increased cost-limit in IDA. When be-
ing also interested in minimizing computational effort, it is

2Experimental studies have shown that a generalization of this
assumption hardly improves the quality of search decisions.



reasonable, not only toterminatesearch along less promis-
ing paths, but also tocontinuesearch along a path as long
as it appears promising, thereby leaving other (perhaps also
promising) paths out of account. This idea is actually not
supported by the use of an-cost-limit which brings about
a permanent comparison between a (large) set of simulta-
neously explored paths.3 In fact, “following a search path
as long as it might lead to a (near-)optimal solution” prin-
cipally requires alocal termination criterion which makes
do with (heuristic) information from nodes of anindividual
path. Here, we shall use statistical methods of change de-
tection in order to realize corresponding termination crite-
ria. As will be seen, these methods allow for estimating the
quality of a solution eventually found when following a path
without referring to other search paths, or other solutions al-
ready encountered.

Consider a path with path profile
. The parameter of interest, i.e.,

the change of which has to be detected, is the expected value
. Depending on the information available about

and , the expected values before and after a change, dif-
ferent algorithms can be applied. Generally, it must be as-
sumed that neither nor is known. Consequently, the
basic CUSUM algorithm cannot be used directly. Rather,
we have to proceed from (3). Suppose to be
a changepoint, i.e., the generation of was not optimal.
The ML estimations and of and are then
given by the mean of the values and

, respectively. The test statistic (3) thus
becomes

where denotes the probability (density) function of the
random variable and . Observe that we should
actually use theconstrainedML estimations of and ,
taking into account that . In fact, the case where

indicates an (actually impossible) decrease of
the expectation and can hence be ignored. The termination
criterion should thus be defined as

(6)

where if and 0 otherwise,
and is a predefined threshold. can be computed
in time by the algorithm in Figure 1.

An Iterative Deepening Algorithm
When making use of the above termination criterion, a
search algorithm cuts of the current path and starts a back-
tracking whenever (6) is satisfied (or a terminal node has
been reached). As already mentioned before, the threshold

can be used for controlling two (conflicting) criteria: The

3Still, the depth-first component in Acan be strengthened by
using a weighted evaluation function (Pohl 1970).

function change

for to

for to

, ,

for down to

if and then

,

return

Figure 1: Pseudo-code for computing the termination cri-
terion (6) and the ML estimations and .

expected delayof a change detection corresponds to the ex-
pected number of nodes explored along a path after a subop-
timal search decision has been made. Of course, the smaller
the threshold is, the smaller is the detection delay. The
probability of afalse detectioncorresponds to the probabil-
ity of cutting off an optimal search path. Keeping this prob-
ability small calls for a large threshold.

Choosing leads to a pure depth-first search and,
hence, excludes the probability of a false detection com-
pletely. In general, however, it may happen that an optimal
search path is cut off and the corresponding search process
terminates before having found a solution. Suppose, for in-
stance, that a change has occured at . The following
table shows the (experimentally determined) probability
of terminating before and the expected detection de-
lay, , for different thresholds if is the standard normal
distribution and :

5 0.48 1.51
6 0.39 1.86
7 0.33 2.20

8 0.28 2.55
9 0.25 2.85

10 0.22 3.17

If the search process terminates without a solution, a new
search phase with a larger threshold (which might be defined
on the basis of the search process so far) has to be started.
Based on an increasing sequence of thresholds we
thus obtain an iterative deepening algorithm, IDCD (Itera-
tive Deepening based on Change Detection).

Of course, the first solution found by IDCD is not nec-
essarily an optimal one. In fact, using the kind of heuristic
information available does generally not allow for guaran-
teeing optimality, since the true cost value of a search node
might not only be underestimated but also overestimated. It
seems hence reasonable to let IDCD return the first solution
found. Since the order in which solutions are encountered
depends on the order in which (promising) search paths are



explored, the successors of inner nodes should be arranged
according to their -evaluations. This way, a partially in-
formed backtracking is realized in each search phase.

An interesting question concerns the completeness of
IDCD. It can be shown that IDCD terminates and returns a
solution with probability 1 under rather general conditions.
This result can be proved by making use of a related termina-
tion property of the SPRT (Wald 1947). However, the proof
becomes non-trivial due to the fact that one has to consider
an infinite number of search paths.

It is worth mentioning that the change detection criterion
suggests some kind of (probabilistic) backmarking strategy
(Gaschnig 1979): Instead of returning to the closest unex-
panded ancestor, one may back up to the parent of the most
likely changepoint directly, thereby pruning (large) parts
of the search tree. Of course, a corresponding algorithm will
in general not guarantee completeness.

Utility-Based Search
The principle underlying IDCD is to continue a search path
only if it might lead to an optimal solution. Now, suppose
that we consider acomprehensivevalue of a computation
(Horvitz 1988) including the solution quality as well as the
running time, and that we are willing to gain efficiency at
the cost of solution quality. In other words, we are inter-
ested in finding a “good” solution with reasonable compu-
tational effort, rather than finding an optimal one regardless
of the running time. In this section, we shall propose a gen-
eralization of (6) suitable for supporting search under these
assumptions.

Suppose the degree to which a user is satisfied with a so-
lution, , to depend on some relation between the cost of
and the cost of an optimal solution, say, the difference
between these values. The preferences of the user can then
be formalized by means of a (non-increasing) utility func-
tion , where is the utility of a
solution .

Given the preferences of the user thus defined, a reason-
able generalization of the termination criterion (6) is to break
off search along a path if the expected
utility of the best solution reachable from , , falls
below some threshold , i.e., if

(7)

Here denotes the probability (density) that
, given the path profile .

Suppose prior knowledge concerningto be available in
the form of a (prior) probability (density) function. The
posterior is then specified by

(8)

where is the probability of observing ,
given the deviation . If we take as an uninformative
prior,4 then is proportional to the likelihood func-

4Suppose to exist under this condition.

tion , i.e., , where

(9)

The posterior cannot be derived from (8) directly
if and in (9) are unknown. In Bayesian analysis, such
parameters are callednuisance parameters. There are dif-
ferent possibilities of deriving a posterior distribution for the
parameters of interest in the presence of nuisance parameters
(Basu 1977). One might consider, e.g., the marginal distri-
bution of the full posterior distribution which contains both,
the parameters of interest as well as the nuisance parameters.
This solution may become computationally expensive, how-
ever. A further possibility is to replace the nuisance param-
eters by their ML estimations. This approach seems reason-
able in our situation since we can fall back on the results ob-
tained in connection with the detection of changes: Both, the
estimation of the change point,, and of the corresponding
expectation, , are computed by the algorithm in Figure 1.
A (utility-based) termination criterion can thus be realized
as follows:

Derive and for the current search path.

Let if . Otherwise, derive
according to (7), (8) and (9).

Break off the search path if , with
being a predefined threshold.

This procedure reveals that the expected utility criterion can
be seen as an extension of the change detection approach:
Instead of only looking for a jump in the expected value, the
decision whether to terminate search or not also depends on
the size of this jump. The other way round, (6) corresponds
to the special case of (7) in which the utility function is given
by .

Observe that is not necessarily 0 on
since (9) might be positive (even though small) also for

. Instead of incorporating the constraint by
means of the usual conditioning (proportional allocation of
probability mass) it seems reasonable to take the (actually
impossible) event as evidence for . Formally,
this is equivalent to integrating over in (7) with an
extended utility function such that for
all .

By making use of (7) in conjunction with a sequence of
utility thresholds instead of (6) (and the sequence

), we obtain an iterative deepening algorithm UBID
(Utility-Based Iterative Deepening). Again, the search strat-
egy is not only controlled by (7) but also by . A
threshold , for instance, entails a pure depth-first
search. The smaller the increments are
defined, the more cautious search paths are explored, i.e.,
the more UBID resembles an (iterative deepening) best-first
search.

Of course, since the expected utility criterion requires the
computation of the integral (which is a sum in the case of
a discrete distribution ) in (7) it is computationally more
complex than the change detection criterion. Still, it can be



realized very efficiently for several special cases. For in-
stance, if is a normal distribution5 and corresponds to
an (extended) -valued utility function , the
computation of (7) can be realized by simply looking up a
value (which depends on , , ) in the table of the (cu-
mulative) standard normal distribution (Hüllermeier & Zim-
mermann 1998). Let us also mention a further possibility
of avoiding integration, namely that of basing the termina-
tion rule not on theexpectedbut on themost likelyutility

.

Concluding Remarks
We have proposed an iterative deepening strategy in which
the decision whether to terminate or continue search along
a path is based on properties of the sequence of node eval-
uations along that path. The basic idea is to “search deep”
in the first place, due to reasons of efficiency, but only as
long as the expected utility of the solution that will even-
tually be found is acceptable. This (heuristic) search prin-
ciple has been formalized based on statistical methods of
change detection. The corresponding search algorithm is
parametrized by means of a utility function and a sequence
of utility thresholds.

Taking the idea of alocal termination rule for granted, the
criteria (6) and (7) appear natural in the sense that theyfully
exploit the information which has become available while
following a search path. Observe that admissible (but non-
monotone) estimations along a path can be aggregated
by taking their maximum, which is an obvious way of avoid-
ing a loss of information. As opposed to this, a simple com-
bination (such as, e.g., the average) of all evaluations does
hardly make sense in our case since the random variables

might have different expected values.
Due to reasons of space we could not present experimen-

tal results in this paper. Still, a successful implementation
providing evidence for the efficiency of our approach as
well as a comparison with alternative search methods can be
found in (Hüllermeier & Zimmermann 1998), where UBID
is applied in the context of knowledge-based configuration.
The heuristic function used in this implementation is learned
from a set of already solved problems by means of linear re-
gression techniques (Hüllermeier 1998).

The possibility of an efficient parallel implementation
served as a main motivation for the development of IDCD
and UBID. Indeed, these algorithms are particularly suitable
for parallel computation methods since (6) and (7) work with
information provided by an individual search path alone and,
hence, can lead to a substantial reduction of communication
costs. Still, one might think of extending these termination
rules by including information from other search paths. This
way, it would be possible to base a termination decision on
both, the relative change of estimated costs and their abso-
lute values. Particularly, global information can be used for
deriving better estimations of the cost of an optimal solution
( in (5)) and, hence, for improving the test statistic (6). In
fact, the methods proposed in this paper can be generalized
in further directions as well. Prior information about change

5This distribution often applies at least approximately.

points or deviations , for instance, can be incorporated
by means of Bayesian methods or constrained (ML) estima-
tions. Besides, our termination criteria, or variations thereof,
might also be useful as stopping rules for selective search in
game playing.
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